
Issue Details Date First Requested Completion Date

Information Panel Steps The interpretation panels / rubbing boards are too high for younger children 

to reach. This has been mentioned to Vicky Hathrell who said she would 

arrange for the installation of ‘chunky steps’

18-May-11

Ken Woolard Memorial After discussions as to whether a memorial bench near the tree planted in 

Ken's memory and where his ashes were scattered, the suggestion of a piece 

of public art was made by the City Council

16-Aug-11

Broken railings and work on 

Daws Lane gate

A number of uprights are missing, particularly along the Daws Lane 

boundary.  A wider entrance at the gate has also been suggested

12-Dec-11

Bulb Planting The City Council has recently organised a machine to do the majority of the 

planting, but some variance in how/where the bulbs are planted may make a 

more attractive feature if there is human planting too. FCHH would like to 

advertise dates for late 2012 or early 2013

12-Dec-11

Climbing plants on green fencing To soften the harsh balustrade along the boundary with the Council Depot, it 

was suggested that some climbing plants be introduced

12-Aug-12

Creation of boggy / marsh area 

by rear pond

To aid biodiversity and create additional habitat - as part of the works to re-

establish waterflow to the backwater

17-Sep-12

Re-establish water flow around 

the pond backwater

Simon Bunn to investigate use of pipe linking the backwater to the brook 

and establish whether this, plus a sluice gate valve, will safely and 

environmentally allow water exchange

17-Sep-12

Watercourse grille removal Removal of grille on Hall side of Daws Lane bridge over the brook to prevent 

back-up of water and improve flow, as agreed on Site Meeting with Simon 

Bunn

17-Sep-12

Work by Pond Cutting down thistles, brambles and establishing a path between the pand 

and the wildlife area, including so the new seats are visible again

25-Oct-12


